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 Thou shall
 not honor the

face of the
old man
 The government abandoned
 and still abandons geriatric

 institutions being under
 coronavirus's greatest

 attack, warns businessman
 and social entrepreneur

 Ronny Douek, who organized
 an emergency campaign
 called Veshamarta  Also:

 Large companies are interested
 in establishing a coronavirus

vaccine plant in Israel
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 "Within three months we created
 an extensive infrastructure to
 protect 25,000 elderly people and
 12,000 team members in geriatric
 institutions. Many factors joined
 hands for the success of the campaign
 we called Veshamarta. When our
 part was ended, we were convinced
 the government would replace us
 and take it from here, ahead of the
 expected coronavirus pandemic
 second wave. For that purpose, the
 Mothers and Fathers Shield Task
 Force was formed, with Professor
 Ronni Gamzu who first volunteered
 to head and shape its character. But
  our expectations were disappointed,"
 sadly  says indefatigable businessman
 and social entrepreneur Ronny
 Douek, who established Sheatufim,
 one of Israel's largest and most active
 public-benefit corporations operating
 in Beit Yehoshua in the Sharon area.
  "Despite  Gamzu's  groundbreaking
  leadership  and  the  new  appointment
 of  Professor Nimrod Mimon, and
 despite the Ministry of Finance's
 promise to provide a funding of
  NIS 10  million,  our  work  is  not
  continued.  There're  no  funds  for  the
 Mothers  and  Fathers Shield, there is
 no strength, no legal authorities and no
 standards to operate on the field. They
 hardly have money to fund coffee in
 their meetings. The first front to block
 the virus from attacking again was
 again neglected by the government,"
 Douek says. Until several weeks
 ago, the organization's lawns looked
  like an Amazon shipping site: there
  were  towers  of  cardboard  boxes
  and  dozens  of  young  people  were
 packing protective suits and robes,
 gloves, surgical masks and hand
 hygiene gel bottles. "Within three
 months," Douek says, "we bought
 and distributed to geriatric institutions
  1 million advanced  masks,  850,000
  protective  suits,  1  million  gloves,
 dozens  of  instruction materials for
 employees and 1000 tablets for the
 use of the elderly. 200 volunteers of
 Aharai and Israel Scout Movement
 came to the gates of the institutions to
 provide mental and material support,
 to instruct, explain and strengthen
   the patients' and care givers'   mental
   strength.   We   instructed   150
   managers:   we   helped   them
  like   battalion commanders  in
  Yom   Kippur  War.  Facing  an
 ongoing  national   oversight,  panic,
  contradicting  instructions  and  the
  government's  embarrassment,  they
 took  things  into their own hands,
 did notrely on government support,
 neither in funds nor in support, and
saved hundreds.

 Why help geriatric elderly of all
people?

 In the second half of March, I applied
 to the managers of the hospitals and
 told them, 'I want to help, what do you
 need.' They said, 'don’t help us, help
 the geriatric institutions. The problem
 and neglect lie there.' I understood
 that Israel may lose the battle against
 coronavirus if it does not immediately
 strengthen the weakest strongholds
 being under attack, the geriatric
  institutions providing support to
 elderly people. Their collapse will
 cause a national disaster, beside the
 moral duty to defend the people who
  established the  state  and  got  it  to  this
  point.  I  urgently  brought  together
 my  colleagues  from Sheatufim and
 Zionism 2000, and together with risk
 management experts with military
 command background, we decided
 to launch an operation. I donatedNIS
 4 million and convinced dozens of
 entities and funds to donate to the

  initiative. In Israel, more than 30
  business  entities  donated,  among
  them  Checkpoint,  Bezeq,  Salesforce,
 Migdal  and MAX. The biggest
 donation of $5 million we got from
 a unique philanthropist foundation
 of the British-Jewish Scheinberg
 family. This way, we acquired NIS 25
  million, a crucial mass  of  money.  We
  worked  with  JDC  and  other  entities,
  we  invited  to  our  operations room
  representatives  from  the  ministries
  of  health  and  welfare,  and  a
 Veshamarta representative joined the
 Mossad's coronavirus headquarters.
 The volunteering scopes were
 unprecedented. The main part of the
 mental and material support was given
 to the geriatric team workers, a third
 of them foreign workers, in mostcases
 they don’t have a regular residence
  permit, another  third  consists  of
  Arabs  and  the  others  are  immigrants
 from  former  USSR  and Ethiopia.
 They are paid minimum wages, their
 work is physically and mentally
 draining exposing them to health
 risks. In many countries, the geriatric
 workers abandoned the people under
 their care and fled; in Israel, due to
 the quick intervention of Veshamarta,
  the  workers  did  not  abandon  their
  work  places.  There  was  an  addition.
 Douek:  "We organized  retraining and
 professional preparation to hundreds of
 foreign workers from the Philippines,
 India and Sri Lanka who were fired
 from the restaurant and tourism fields,
 and prepared them to work in geriatric
 institutions. Professor Shlomo Mor
 Yosef, the chief of the Population and
 Immigration Authority, extended their
 work permits without delay. Beside
 means of protection, we also gave
 them a significant financial incentive:
 NIS 2000-2500. We also funded image
 commercials for TV, the nation's
 thanks should not only be directed at
 the hospital teams, but also at the teams
 in the long-term care and geriatric
 institutions." Without exaggerating,
 one can say that without Veshamarta's
  activity, the death toll as a  result  of
  coronavirus  would  have  been  double
 among  the  residents  of  geriatric
  institutions.  At  least  100  of  them
  were  saved  and  survived.  Brigadier
  General  Yoram Azoulay,  who  was
  born  in  Kiryat  Shmona,  and  in
 the  past  was  the  head  of  the  Israel
  Defense  Forces'  Technological  and
  Logistics  Directorate,  commanded
 the procurement and distribution
 processes. Ronen Galstein was put in
 charge of the management of the entire
 Veshamarta project. The geriatric
 sector was privatized, Galstein
 explains: 80% of the institutions are in
 private hands and the others are owned
  by non-profit organizations, among
  them  large  hospitals.  Galstein:
  "The  government  pays  some  NIS
  13,000  per month  for  a  full  capacity
  geriatric  bed,  issues  many  precise
  conditions  to  operate  the institutions
  leaving  the  owners  with  an  operating
 profit  of  4%.  There's  no  doubt  the
 funding is lacking, the budget is low
 and the instruction is lacking. Many
  of the residents are mentally frail.
 They are supervised by the Ministry of
 Health, but the ministries  of welfare
 and finance also supervise them. A
 director of a geriatric institution who
 wants to meet government ministries'
 draconic and cumbersome regulation,
 has no economic choice but to save
 unsupervised expenditures and
  make maneuvers.""The government
  representatives,"  says  Roni  Tamir,
 mental  support  coordinator  at
 Veshamarta, "check only the input, the
 composition of costs of the geriatric
 institute. The human and health results

 are not really included in the picture.
 It's easy to measure the width of the
 door to a room in the institution,
 but the feelings of the resident are
 hard to measure. Therefore, in the
 pandemic first wave there was no
  understanding of the effect of  the
  mental  strength  of  the  caregiving
  teams  and  the  elderly  under  the
 care  of  the teams about the ability to
 deal with the pandemic."Douek: "We
 have solutions for safe family visits in
 geriatric institutions and we'll display
 them soon in an exhibition that will
 be held here. They are essential for
 the residents' health, but it doesn’t
 seem like anyone except us is ready
 to take it on."In order to reach an
 advanced regulation of the geriatrics
  sector, Veshamarta work on standards
  for  a  long  term  care  institution,  an
  authorized  collection  of  guidelines
  a recognized  institution  must  meet
  in  regular  and  emergency  times.
  The  existing government  procedures,
  all  those  I  spoke  with  agree,  are
 obsolete,  confusing, contradictory
 and don’t suit the pandemic breakout.
 When it comes to the sensitive issue
  of  family  visits,  for  example,  "every
  director  will  do  as  he  pleases,"
 Sheatufim  CEO Shlomo Dushi says,
 "afterthe official factors have given
 up helplessly, almost no geriatric
 institution doesn’t employ a doctor
 who specializes in geriatrics, and
 there are no nurses specializing in the
 prevention of infections, which are
 the sector's blow. We were certain,"
 Galstein adds, "that after three months
 of intensive activity in the field, the
 government would understand the
 force of the health risk in abandoning
 the geriatric and long term care
 institutions and would act. It didn't
 happen. Most of the institutions work
 with the leftovers of the financial
 support we gave them, or as is the
 custom to say, the machine works on
 fuel fumes only. All of it will be gone
 in July. Itzik Shmuli, the new minister
 of social affairs and social services,
 talked with us for two hours. He is
  aware of the decisive importance
  of  deciding  standards  for  geriatric
  institutions  and  preparing  them  for
 a repeating pandemic blow. Now we
 wait for a meeting with the Minister
 of Health. Less the 70 protective suits
 for a quick intervention in casethe
 coronavirus breaks out in a geriatric
 institution takes place remain in Beit
 Yehoshua. The government entities
 have already asked twice, to use
 them in two different breakouts in
  two different institutions. A  living
  testimony  for  the  lack  of  readinessin

  the  deciding  official  level.  The  front
is abandoned again.

Go and invest
 Dr. Nahum Itzkowitz, the director
 of the Authority for Investments and
 Development of the Industry and
 Economy, the government body in
  charge of, on behalf of the Ministry of
  Economy,  implementing  the  laws  for
  the  encouragement  of  investments
 and  their monitoring, leaves next week
 and advances to a position of trust:
 the director general of the Ministry of
 Agriculture. Before closing the door,
 he shares with me his insights from
  his  entire  term  in  general  and  the
  coronavirus  period  in  particular.  His
 first  and  main insight will probably
 make new Minister of Economy Amir
 Peretz happy. "We learned from the
 crisis, "Itzkowitz says, "that the Israeli
 industry is the economy's anchor
 ofstability. The rate of workers who
 were sent to unpaid leave in industrial
 plants is very low and the rate of
 those who lost their jobs is negligible.
 While hundreds of jobs in the fields
 of restaurant, tourism, and culture
 and retail trade simply evaporated,
 the employment in the sector wasn't
 affected even though the salary is NIS
15,000 per month.
 "Israeli plants did not bring
manufacturing back to Israel?"

 Over the last month, the interest of
 industrialists who relocated their plants
 abroad to return to Israel has increased.
 Not everyone will return, but the option
 to develop and grow here has become
 real and appealing. It's part of a global
 trend of preferring home. Recently,
 for example, we helped to establish a
 textile plant called Al-Bad in Dimona,
 at an investment of NIS 200 million.
 The same textile industry that it was
 reported to be leaving Israel. Therefore,
 a special ministerial preparation is
 urgently  required to  ease the process
 of the industry's return and not to miss
 the opportunity."Another Itzkowitz
 coronavirus crisis insight: It’s not
  healthy for us to be too dependent on
  foreigners.  "We  don't  want  to  be
  found  in  another  drug,  facemasks
  and  medical equipment  embargo
  situation,"  he  says,  "as  happened
 at  the  climax  of  the  pandemic.
 Over the next days, we'll publish an
 outline of unique incentives for plant
 to manufacture coronavirus protection
equipment and medical equipment.

  "At  the  beginning  of  the  coronavirus
  crisis, Prime Minister Netanyahu
 spoke about establishing Israeli

  plants that wouldproduce vaccines.
 Has something happened with this
initiative?"
 Foreign companies have already
 expressed great interest in establishing
  such a plant or plants  that  would
  mature  into  massive  production.
 We,  together  with  the  Ministry  of
 Health, definitely prepare to encourage
 the establishment of these plants and
 prepare, together with academic factors,
 a medical-business model. Israel has an
  extraordinary infrastructure  to  develop
a  life  science  based  industry –

 biology,  chemistry,  medicine, pharma
 and others. In Israel there are 1000
 people with a doctorate in life science
 who are not employed in the industry
 and thousands with an MA degree. But
 investments in production lines in these
 sectors require great resources, and
  therefore, Israeli startups were  sold  to
  foreign  corporations  for  nothing;  few
 survived  and  grew,  for  example,  a
 company that manufactures vaccines
 for 60% of influenza types and is
 funded by us and the World Bank. This
 absurdity must be changed as soon
 as possible. We mustn't allow losing
 human capital which is a crucial basis
 in national strength."The Authority
 for Investments and Development of
 the Industry and Economy provides
  support  in  different  routes  to  some
  100  industrial  plants  a  year,  80
 of  them  are expanding, and20 of
 them are "entirely new." The support
  through grants is contingent on
  meeting  criteria  such  as  scope  of
  employment  and  assembly,  sales  for
 export, innovation, energy saving, and
 recently, also contribution to reducing
  climate pollution. The  grants  in  all
  the  routes  total  NIS  700-900  million
 on  average  per  year,  the arrangements
 with chip manufacturer Intel, who
 benefits from special bonuses, are not
 included, which Itzkowitz believes are
 entirely justified. "Intel's accumulated
 investment in Israel,"he tells me, "has
 already amounted to NIS 100 billion;
 it's a great expression of trust in our
economy.

 "There are investors who choose
 instead of accepting grants, to pay a
  reduced corporate  taxof  5%to  16%
  only.  Considering  Israel's  dwindling
 financial reserves, aren’t they huge
tax benefits?"

 Not really. Only three companies
 remain now in the list of strategic
 companies who pay the lowest
 corporate tax –5%. Therefore, Israel is
 not too generous in encouraging local
 and foreign investments, definitelynot

 compared to European Union member
 countries. Our legislation is balanced.
 Don't forget that we're an island economy,
 with no border trade. The contribution to
 the domestic product of development
  and production centers multinational
  companies  established  in  Israel  under
 the  legislation  to  encourage investment
is tremendous.

 "Do they appropriate the inventions
and ideas of the Israeli mind force?"

 In order to get the support of the Authority
 for Investments and Development of the
  Industry  and  Economy,  the  foreign
  investor  must  pledge  to  register  the
  patents  his company  invents  and
  develops  in  Israel  with  the  Israel
  Patent  Office.  Without  such registration,
  there  are  no  benefits  or  leniencies.
 Preserving  the  Israeli  origin  of  the
  intellectual  property  is a  condition
  for  the  government's  support.  Many
 multinational technology and knowledge
 companies accept our requirements, but
 other ways to keep Israeli patents in
Israel should be considered.

  "In  the  past,  foreign  and  Israeli
  companies avoided distributing
 profits  to shareholders so as not
 to pay taxes (trapped profits);
  Minister of Finance Yuval Steinitz
  allowed,  in  2012,  to  release  some
 of  these  profits  and  added  some
 billions to the Ministry of Finance.
 Do you see a similar operation
taking place on the agenda?"

 It can be assumed that because of the
 serious budget difficulty, the initiative
  to provide incentives  to  companies
  that  accumulated  extensive  profits
  to  distribute  them  to  the controlling
  shareholders  and  pay  reduced  taxes  to
 the  Israeli  government  may  be renewed.
 It's hard to estimate what the income
 from the taxes will be in practice, since
 the scope of the non-distributed profits,
 or the trapped profits, as you call them,
 is very much reduced at present. The
 majority has been already distributed or
  reinvested. "Israel  must  not," Itzkowitz
  warns  in  his  parting  words  from
 the  Ministry  of  Economy those who
 should be warned, "give in to the mercy
 of import. The desirable exposure to
 competitive import has become in recent
 years an over exposure. In many sectors
 of the economy the balance between
 import and domestic production has been
 broken in favor of import. Therefore, it's
 necessary to restore it to how it used to
 be. This is my lesson from the ongoing
coronavirus crisis."

 Not only his, but of every economist
with open eyes and mind.
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